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Abstract. In the Pacific equatorial band the zonal displacement of the eastern edge of 
the warm pool, subject to insignificant seasonal variations, is dominated by strong 
interannual variations almost in phase with the Southern Oscillation Index. Over the 
1971-1973 El Niño-La Niña period, Gill (1983) suggested that such displacement was 
caused solely by horizontal advection by zonal current anomaly. Basin-wide Geosat- 
derived zonal surface current anomalies are available during the 1986-1989 period, and 
they agree quite well with observed equatorial currents in the western and central Pacific. 
Within the 4ON-4"S equatorial band the cumulative contribution of 'first-baroclinic Kelvin 
and first-symmetric (m = 1) Rossby modes to surface zonal equatorial current anomalies 
account for most of the Geosat-derived current variability. From these Geosat-derived 
currents it is demonstrated that the eastward (westward) displacement of the eastern edge 
of the warm pool was primarily due to horizontal advection by zonal current anomalies 
during the 1986-1987 El Niño (1988-1989 La Niña). As a corollary, the El Niño (La 
Niña) warm (cold) sea surface temperature (SST) anomaly in the central western Pacific 
was the result of anomalous zonal advection. The 1986-1989 displacement of the warm 
pool appeared as a low-frequency movement resulting from high-frequency forcing, i.e., a 
succession of local wind forcing and its remote Kelvin and m = 1 Rossby wave responses 
in the equatorial waveguide. In the central western Pacific a in = 1 downwelling Rossby 
wave, issued from the eastern Pacific, shifted the displacement from eastward to westward 
and therefore seems to have been the cause for El Niño to turn to La Niña in boreal fall 
1987. In the eastern Pacific the simultaneous occurrence of free-propagating downwelling 
(upwelling) Kelvin waves with the seasonal SST warming (cooling) appeared necessary for 
the development of local El Niño (La Niña) SST anomaly. Over most of the equatorial 
Pacific, slow migration of SST anomalies clearly showed up, distinct during El Niño and 
La Niña. These zonal migrations appeared to result from the delayed association of two 
phenomena: the zonal advection in the central western Pacific and the arrival of 
downwelling (upwelling) Kelvin waves into the eastern Pacific, synchronous with the 
seasonal SST warming (cooling). Albeit different in terms of equatorial wave action, as 
compared to the delayed action oscillator theory, our results suggest that zonal advection 
and wave dynamics were both important for the generation and migration of El Niño- 
Southern Oscillation SST anomalies in 1986-1989. Finally, our observational results about 
warm pool displacements, equatorial wave sequence, the shift from El Niño to La Niña, 
and the slow SST migrations are presented in a schematic form involving sequential 
ocean-atmosphere coupling which appears continuously over the November 1986 to 
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February 1989 period. 
1. Introduction 
In a series of seminal papers, Bjerkizes [1969,1972] suggested 
a link between an interannual atmospheric standing wave, 
known as the Southern Oscillation (SO), and an anomalous sea 
surface temperature (SST) warming in the tropical Pacific 
Ocean, known as El Niño. At the surface the SO results in a 
pressure seesaw between the southeastern tropical Pacific and 
the north of Australia (Southern Oscillation Index (SOI), Fig- 
ure 1). When the SOI is negative (positive), there is usually a 
westerly (easterly) surface wind anomaly in the western central 
Pacific, and the surface water is warmer (colder) than normal 
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in the eastern central tropical Pacific. This corresponds to a 1 
coupled system in which sirface wind anomalies cause and, in 
turn, are caused by SST changes. The warm phase of the 
interannual oceanic oscillation has long been known as El 
Niño, and only recently has the cold phase been studied and 
named anti-El Niño or La Niña [Philunder, 19851. As a conse- 
quence, the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) acronym is 
now used to characterize the ocean-atmosphere coupled sys- 
tem connecting El Niño, La Niña, and the SO. 
Owing to its most devastating effects [e.g., Cunby, 19841, El 
Niño has been studied more extensively than its counterpart La 
Niña. El Niño appears as an eastward transfer of warm water 
from the western to the eastern Pacific, and Wyrtki [1975] was 
the first to suggest that the appearance of warm water in the 
eastern Pacific results from westerly wind anomalies in the 
central western Pacific, which generate equatorial downwelling 
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Eastern Edge of the 28.5"C SST Southern Oscillation Index 
Longitude 
Figure 1. Zonal displacement of the (left) 28.5"C sea surface temperature (SST) averaged over 4"N-TS and 
(right) Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) from 1950 to 1993. Monthly values are smoothed with a 1-2-1 filter, 
and the SOI axis is inverted. The November 1986 to February 1989 period of study is outlined within the two 
arrows. 
Kelvin waves. The importance of Kelvig waves in setting up El 
Niño is now acknowledged [e.g., McCreaiy, J976; Busalacchi et 
al., 1983; Miller et al., 19881. The corresponding El Niño warm- 
ing in the eastern Pacific results mainly from the deepening of 
the thermocline, inhibition of the mean upwelling, and east- 
ward advection of warm water from the west [Philander, 1981; 
Gill, 1983; Harrison and Schopf, 19841. Conversely, the cooling 
associated with La Niña in the eastern tropical Pacific is likely 
due to westward advection of cold water from the coast of 
South America and to the increase of upwelling that result 
from easterly wind anomalies in the central western Pacific and 
associated remote upwelling Kelvin waves. 
The western tropical Pacific is characterized by surface water 
warmer than 2849°C (the warm pool). During El Niño the 
warm pool spreads into the central Pacific and exceptionally 
into the eastern Pacific [Gill and Rasmusson, 19831. The op- 
posite phenomenon occurs during La Niña, with cold water 
entering the warm pool region [Delcroix et al., 19921. As shown 
in Figure 1 and discussed by Lukas and Webster [1992], in the 
equatorial band, the zonal displacement of the eastern edge of 
the warm pool is dominated by strong interannual variations 
(standard deviation of 18.1" longitude) almost in phase with 
the SOI. Interestingly, the displacement exhibits an insignifi- 
cant seasonal signal (standard deviation of 1.5" longitude), in 
contrast to other El Niño-La Niña indices such as SST in the 
eastern Pacific. The present s t u e  will focus upon such dis- 
placement during the 1986-1989 El Niño and La Niña cycle. 
To set the context, Figure 2 represents the mean SST fields 
during the boreal summers of 1986, 1987, and 1988. Despite a 
weak warming in the central Pacific [McPhaderz and Hayes, 
19901 the summer of 1986 can be used to illustrate a phase 
close to "normal." At that time the eastern equatorial Pacific 
upwelling was near its typical seasonal maximum (July- 
September), and the warm pool position and SOI were close to 
their mean positions (Figure 1). One year later, El Niño was 
fully developed, with a very weak seasonal equatorial upwelling 
in the eastern Pacific and a warm pool that had moved east- 
ward by about 25" longitude near the equator. By summer 
1988, La Niña conditions had almost reached their maxima, 
with an equatorial upwelling well developed as far as 165"E 
and a warm pool pushed toward the western Pacific boundary. 
Using the linear equatorial-wave theory, Gill [ 19831 first 
suggested that the zonal displacements of the warm pool and 
hence the temperature variations in the central Pacific are due 
to anomalous advection of warm water. He found that the 
anomalous advection in 1972-1973 resulted from anomalous 
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1988 (La Niña). Contour interval is 1”C, except for the 28.5 and 29.5”C isotherms. 
SST warmer than 29°C is shaded. 
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local wind forcing and mostly from its remote response 
through a succession of equatorial Kelvin and low-order me- 
ridional Rossby waves. McPhaden arid Picaut [1990] reinforced 
this idea through direct velocity measurement at 165”E in 
1986-1988 and intuited the role of an equatorial Rossby wave. 
Delcroix et al. [1992], through the analysis of 21 oceanographic 
cruises along the same, meridian, clearly showed the impor- 
tance of wind forcing and of a series of equatorial Kelvin and 
Rossby waves in the depletion and filling up of the warm pool 
during the 1986-198s El Niño-La Niña cycle. Through mod- 
eling studies, various authors [Battisti, 1988; Seager, 1989; Har- 
rison and Gruig, 19931 have estimated the balance of the terms 
in the ocean thermodynamic equation and suggested that hor- 
izontal advection was important in warming the central Pacific 
during El Niño. Vertical advection associated with down- 
welling Kelvin waves may also be important in warming the 
s /  
eastern Pacific. The waves depress the thermocline and reduce 
the cooling from the deep layer associated with the mean 
upwelling. The downward heat flux is no more balanced by the 
cooling from below, and this results in warmer SST. However, 
contributions from other processes, such as zonal and merid- 
ional advection and vertical mixing, cannot be dismissed [Huyes 
et al., 1991aI. 
During a strong EI Niño, as in 1982-1983, zonal advection 
may result in a slow eastward displacement of anomalous SST 
all the way to the eastern Pacific [Gill arzd Rasnzussorz, 19831. 
On the other hand, a more typical El Niño starts with warm 
SST anomalies near the northern coast of South America that 
expand slowly westward into the eastern equatorial Pacific 
[Rasinusson aiid Carpenter, 19821. Recently, these slow “prop- 
agative” SST anomalies have been at the core of research for 
the understanding of ENS0 [e.g., Anderson aiid McCreary, 
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1985; Neelin, 19901. The slow SST mode, as defined by Neeliil 
[1991], is contrasted with the delayed action oscillator mecha- 
nism [Schopfand Szrarez, 1988; Battisti, 1988; Cane, 19921. The 
slow SST mode involves unstable basin-wide coupled ocean- 
atmosphere modes, and equatorial oceanic waves are unim- 
portant. The delayed action oscillator involves local air-sea 
interaction in the central eastern part of the basin, and equa- 
torial oceanic waves are essential; it is through the repetitive 
action of equatorial upwelling Kelvin waves, issued from the 
reflection of equatorial upwelling Rossby waves, that El Niño 
ends and then shifts to La Niña. 
The delayed action oscillator mechanism involves oceanic 
equatorial waves which have long been thought difficult to 
discern individually [Philander et al., 19921. Such waves are 
sometime hidden by local forcing, periodic forcing, and multi- 
wave reflections, if not dissipated by mean currents [Chang and 
Philailder, 1989; Rotlistein et al., 19881. With the recent deploy- 
ment of the Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere-Tropical 
Atmosphere Ocean (TOGA-TAO) array of moorings in the 
equatorial Pacific [Hayes et al., 1991bI and the launch of Geo- 
sat and TOPEX/POSEIDON satellites, it is now possible to 
unambiguously observe these equatorial waves [e.g., Miller et 
al., 1988; Busalacchi et al., 19941. More important, these ob- 
servations enable us to assess the role of equatorial waves in 
the equatorial transfer of mass and heat [Delcroiu et al., 19911 
and in the slow eastward migration of the warm pool [Kessler et 
al., 19951 during El Niño. 
Following a careful analysis of Geosat-derived surface cur- 
rents [Delcroix et al., 19941, the present study shows the impor- 
tance of a series of first-baroclinic equatorial Kelvin and first- 
meridional mode Rossby waves in the eastward advection of 
the warm pool toward the central Pacific and its withdrawal 
during the successive El Niño and La Niña of 1986-1989. Most 
of all, it establishes zonal advection through anomalous current 
as the dominant cause of SST anomalies in the central western 
Pacific during the 1986-1989 ENSO cycle. A schematic repre- 
sentation of this ENSO cycle is proposed, which suggests some 
sequential coupling between the SST and wind anomalies 
which appears continuously over the November 1986 to Feb- 
ruary 1989 period. The importance of a set of equatorial down- 
welling Rossby waves in the shift from El Niño to La Niña is 
discussed, together with the slow westward and eastward pro- 
gression of SST anomalies during the successive 1986-1989 El 
Niño-La Niña. The importance of the timing of the wave 
sequence with regard to the mean seasonal cycle is presented. 
Finally, all these results are discussed in view of other ENSO 
events, some recent uncoupled and coupled model results, and 
the latest ENSO theories. 
2. Data and Processing 
The bulk of this analysis relies upon a recent version of the 
Geosat Geophysical Data Records (GDR) which uses im- 
proved satellite orbit and water vapor corrections [Cheney et 
al., 19911. The way we have processed these GDR to obtain 
gridded fields of sea level anomalies, surface current anoma- 
lies, and the relative contribution of Kelvin and Rossby modes 
is only outlined here; details are given by Delcroix et al. [1994]. 
The first Step of the GDR processing was to retrieve sea 
surface heights, covering the tropical Pacific from November 
1986 to February 1989, using all environmental corrections 
given in the GDR. Second, along each track we "removed" the 
geoid and the mean sea surface topography in computing sea 
level anomalies (SLA) relative to the 2-year period from No- 
vember 8, 1986, to November 7, 1988 (i.e., the first 43 17-day 
repeat cycles of the Geosat Exact Repeat Mission). Third, 
200-km (total length) nonlinear median and linear Hanning 
filters were applied to the along-track SLA, following the tech- 
nique discussed by Picaut et al. [1990]. Fourth, we minimized 
residual orbit error through the removal of a first-order poly- 
nomial trend along each 35OS-35"N track. The next step of our 
processing was to summarize the irregularly distributed SLA 
onto a regular 0.5" latitude, 5" longitude, and 5-day grid. Fi- 
rially, the gridded SLA were smoothed with 3.5" latitude, 15" 
longitude, and 35-day Hanning filters to reduce remaining 
small-scale noise. 
Meridional derivatives of SLA were used to derive low- 
frequency surface geostrophic zonal current anomalies. The 
first derivative was used off the equator. At the equator, where 
geostrophy has long been debated since the work of Jerlov 
[1953], the second derivative yields reliable low-frequency 
zonal currents as shown and discussed by Picaut et al. [1989, 
19901. An equatorially trapped correction factor was added to 
SLA in order to ensure the continuity between the first and 
second derivatives of SLA, this specific technique is detailed by 
Picaut and Tournier [1991]. This resulted in a gridded field of 
surface geostrophic zonal current anomalies (ZCA) in the 
tropical Pacific. One should remember that each parameter of 
the processing (along-track and timehpace filter lengths, orbit 
correction scheme, meridional grid size in the first- and Sec- 
ond-order derivatives, etc.) was adjusted so that Geosat- 
derived zonal current anomalies best fit near-surface zonal 
currents measured at three equatorial moorings at 165"E, 
140"W, and 11O"W. In contrast to a classical gridding proce- 
dure of Geosat data, this adjustment technique provides the 
most stringent test of the use of altimeter observations to 
estimate sea level and surface current, given the sensitivity of 
equatorial geostrophic current to small sea level variations. 
Owing to the "removal" of the geoid and mean sea surface 
topography, one must keep in mind that all the results of the 
present paper are relative to averages computed over the No- 
vember 8, 1986, to November 7, 1988, period. This 2-year 
reference period covers two complete seasonal cycles, together 
with one warm and one cold interannual event (El Niño and La 
Niña) of similar amplitude, so as to minimize possible seasonal 
and interannual biases and to approach a climatological mean. 
Given the results of Delcroix et al. [1991] based on a 13-month 
reference period, the choice of reference is apparently nones- 
sential for the following analyses on equatorial waves. 
Multiple comparisons between Geosat-derived sea level and 
surface current anomalies versus in situ observations are pre- 
sented by Delcroix et al. [1994]. As an example, Figure 3 shows 
a comparison between Geosat-derived sea level anomalies and 
OROO-dbar dynamic height anomalies derived from the TOGA- 
TAO mooring at 0"-140"W. The correlation coefficient be- 
tween the two time series is 0.91, with a rms difference of 5.1 
cm. Figure 3 clearly stresses that sea level variations reflect the 
inphase vertical displacement of the first 300-m isotherms (in 
fact, down to the lowest 500-m TAO sensor) and, in particular, 
the thermocline displacement (i.e., the 20°C isotherm). Figure 
4 shows comparisons between Geosat-derived surface current 
anomalies and the directly measured near-surface current 
anomalies at the equator and 165"E, 140°W, and 11O"W. The 
correlation coefficients between Geosat-derived currents ver- 
sus the measured currents are 0.92, 0.70, and 0.49 from west to 
east, with corresponding rms differences of 17, 24, and 31 cm 
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Figure 3. (top) Comparison between Geosat-derived sea level and ObOO-dbar dynamic height anomalies at 
0-14o"W (relative to November 1986 to October 1988). The vertical axis is inverted so sea level corresponds 
to isotherm displacement. (bottom) Isotherm depth distribution within 0-300 m at Oo-14o"W; contour 
interval, every 2°C. All data are 5-day averaged to better identify individual equatorial waves. 
s-'. Note that the mean measured currents over the 2-year 
reference period are small, i.e., -2, -14, and -17 cm s-' at 
165"E, 140°W, and llO"W, respectively. Of most interest for 
the present study over the 1986-1989 period, the low- 
frequency variations of zonal surface currents can be fairly well 
deduced from Geosat data within a region (165"E-140°W) 
encompassing the western and eastern limits of the displace- 
ment of the eastern edge of the warm pool (Figure 5). In the 
eastern Pacific the poor agreement between Geosat-derived 
and observed current ( r  = 0.49 at O0-11o"W) is probably 
linked to insufficient density of the surrounding Geosat data, to 
dynamical reasons [Delcroix et al., 19941, and to inadequate 
tidal corrections [Busulucclzi et al., 19941. 
Applying the theoretical approach developed by Cane and 
Saruchik [1976, 19811 to the aforementioned Geosat-derived 
sea level and surface current fields, Delcroix et al. [1994] dem- 
onstrated that the first-baroclinic Kelvin and first-symmetric 
(nz = 1) Rossby modes account for 71% of the total variance 
in ZCA within 4ON-43 In order to interpret the zonal dis- 
placement of the eastern edge of the warm pool near the 
equator, we will therefore concentrate upon the relative con- 
tribution of these two modes to ZCA. As a consequence, it 
must be kept in mind that these two modes, which are maxi- 
mum at the equator in terms of current, reproduce quite well 
the current variability within 4ON-4"S (see also section 3.1 and 
Figure 5). 
Additional data will be used in the following sections. They 
include SST and Florida State University (FSU) pseudo wind 
stress fields, both available on a monthly basis and on a 2" 
latitude by 2" longitude grid [Reynolds, 1988; Goldenberg arid 
O'Brien, 19811. For consistency with the Geosat-derived current 
processing the SST and FSU fields have been calculated relative 
to the November 1986-October 1988 reference period and 
smoothed with a 14" longitude Hanning filter. Note that only 
zonal wind stress in the equatorid waveguide will be used since 
we will discuss long equatorial Kelvin and m = 1 Rossby waves. 
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Zonal Current Anomaly at the Equator 
Figure 4. Comparison between Geosat-derived zonal surface current anomaly and near-surface measured 
current anomaly at the equator and (top) 165"E, (middle) 140"W, and (bottom) 110"W. Positive current 
anomaly is eastward, and units are centimeters per second [from Delcroix et al., 19941. 
3. D,;placement of the Warm Pool and 
Wave Sequence 
3.1. Zonal Advection in the Central Western 
Equatorial Pacific 
Figure 5 represents the longitude/time variations of SST 
averaged over the TN-4"s equatorial band. The latitudinal 
extent of this band was chosen because zonal currents and SST 
anomalies (SST anomaly normalized by the standard deviation 
of SST) are greater there than anywhere in the tropical Pacific 
[Delcroix et al., 1994; HTrrison, 19891. The eastern equatorial 
Pacific is characterized by a pronounced seasonal cycle with 
SST minima in August-September and SST maxima in March- 
April. This typical SST seasonal cycle was strongly modulated 
by the EI Niño and La Niña episodes, with water warmer than 
normal in February-April 1987 and water colder than normal 
in July-November 1988 (Figure 5) .  In contrast to the eastern 
equatorial Pacific, the western equatorial Pacific does not ex- 
hibit any SST seasonal cycle [Delcrok, 19931. The El Niño and 
La Niña episodes appeared through an eastward expansion of 
the warm pool in 1987 followed by its shrinking in 1988. Spe- 
cifically, using the 28.5"C isotherm as the eastern edge of the 
warm pool, we noted an eastward migration of the warm pool 
from 160"W to 140"W over the November 1986 to July 1987 
period, followed by a continuous westward displacement from 
140"W to 165"E over the August 1987 to October 1988 period. 
A quick look at Figure 6 indicates that these zonal displace- 
ments may result from a period of notable eastwarc. flow 
anomalies during EI Niño, followed by westward flow anoma- 
lies during La Niña. Eastward and westward phase propagation 
is also evident in Figure 6, suggesting Kelvin and Rossby wave 
propagation. 
Following Gill's [1983] results, we estimated the displace- 
ment of water particles transported by the anomalous zonal 
currents shown in Figure 6. In other words, we calculated the 
trajectories of two hypothetical drifters transported by the 
4"N-4"S averaged ZCA. These trajectories are represented by 
the thick solid lines in Figures 5 and 6. The hypothetical drift- 
ers were launched at 165"E and 180" at the end of November 
1986. A sensitivity study on these trajectories was performed in 
two ways. First, we used the sum of the Kelvin and m = 1 
Rossby contribution to ZCA (thick dashed lines in Figures 5 
and 6) instead of the complete ZCA (thick solid lines in Fig- 
ures 5 and 6). The excellent agreement between the thick 
dashed and thick solid lines clearly shows that the Kelvin and 
m = 1 Rossby contributions are sufficient to account for the 
(TN-YS) trajectories. A second test was done, using different 
boundaries for the latitudinal average. A 2"N-2"s (6ON-6"S) 
average results in an increase (decrease) of the maximum 
zonal displacement of the drifters in mid-1987 by about lo" 
longitude as compared to the (TN-4"s) displacement. How- 
ever, the shape of the trajectories remains unchanged, with the 
return of the drifters in the western Pacific almost at the same 
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Figure 5. Longitude-time distribution of 4ON-4"S averaged SST. Contour interval is 1"C, except for the 
28.5"C isotherm. Superimposed as thick lines are the trajectories of two hypothetical drifters moved by 
4"N-TS averaged surface current anomalies derived from Geosat data (thick solid lines correspond to the 
total currents; thick dashed lines to the Kelvin and in = 1 Rossby mode contributions). 
location and lime by the end of 1988. These changes due to 
averaging over different equatorial bands are also quantita- 
tively discussed in the last paragraph of section 3.1. 
From Figure 5 there is a predilection for the two trajectories 
to bracket the 28.5"C isotherm over the considered time pe- 
riod. In addition, there are some hints that small-scale dis- 
placements may be common to the 28.5"C displacement and 
the trajectories (e.g., around January-April 1987 and March- 
July 1988). Assuming a constant zonal SST gradient (aTlax) 
within the two trajectories (looking at Figure 5, this assump- 
tion is reasonable within the 28.5-29°C isotherms), the good fit 
between the 28.5"C isotherm and the trajectories reflects the 
dominance of anomalous zonal currents in changing SST. A 
more convincing test is to check the importance of zonal ad- 
vection in the equation governing the equation of heat within 
the two trajectories; in this domain the Lagrangian derivative 
of SST is close to zero since the trajectories bracket the 28.5"C 
isotherm 
aTldt + uaT/ax -t vaTldy t wdT/az  = O (1) 
Leaving the discussion to the first two terms for the moment 
(we will demonstrate a posteriori that these account for most 
of the variance), where u = u' -k U (anomalous and mean 
zonal currents, respectively), (1) simplifies to 
The comparison of the first two terms of (2), averaged between 
the two trajectories, is shown in Figure 7 (to prevent possible 
confusion between Lagrangian and Eulerian approaches, note 
that these two terms were calculated at each grid point (x, t )  
of Figures 5 and 6 and then averaged between the two trajec- 
tories). Given the error remaining in the SST data [Reynolds, 
19881, a 1-2-1 filter was applied to theatwo curves of Figure 7 in 
order to reduce the noise resulting from the derivative in time 
and space. With the removal of the geoid the mean (November 
1986 to October 1988) zonal current U cannot be derived from 
Geosat data, preventing the calculation of the third term in (2). 
However, the 4ON-4"S averaged U can be roughly estimated 
using mean near-surface current values interpolated between 
1 
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Figure 6. Longitude-time distribution of 4"N-4"S averaged surface current anomaly derived from Geosat. 
Contour interval is 10 cm s-'. Solid (dashed) lines denote eastward (westward) current anomalies. Thick solid 
and thick dashed lines are as in Figure 5. Letters A-H denote major zonal current changes within the 
trajectories, as discussed in section 3.2. 
the 0"-165"E (-2 cm s-') and O0-14O0W (- 14 cm s-I) moor- 
ing data (Figure 4), multiplied by a 0.75 factor which accounts 
for the mean ratio between currents averaged over 4"N-4"S 
and currents at the equator (factor estimated from Delcroix et 
al. [1994, Figure 51). As expected from the small values of the 
mean currents (--5 cm se') compared to the time-varying 
currents (Figures 4 and 6), the use of this estimate of U does 
not improve the balance of terms in (2), as the rms differences 
between SST tendency and advective terms remain of the same 
order (0.16 and 0.13"C/month with and without - UaT/dn). 
The curves in Figure 7 present very similar behaviors, with 
two main oscillations of equivalent amplitude and a ratio of 
standard deviations (first term over second term of (2)) very 
close to unity (0.97). This ratio increases (decreases) to 1.30 
(0.74) when the two terms of (2) are calculated over 6"N-6"S 
(2"N-2"S) instead of TN-4"S and justifies a posteriori the 
4ON-43 choice. In the eastern Pacific, anomalous advection 
cannot be rigorously quantified since the Geosat-derived cur- 
rents u ' inadequately compared to observations at 0"-110"W 
(Figure 4). However, an estimate of (2) indicates that the first 
two terms do not balance, with, in particular, a ratio of their 
standard deviations 5-8 times greater than in the central west- 
ern Pacific. In any case, the fit between the two curves of 
Figure 7 is relatively good, given the noise remaining in the 
Geosat-derived current and SST fields; it confirms that zonal 
advection by anomalous currents is a dominant mechanism for 
SST variations in the central western equatorial Pacific during 
J 
the 1986-1989 EI Niño-La Niña period. f 
3.2. Wave Sequence 
Plates l a  and l b  show the 4ON-4"S averaged contributions of 
the first-baroclinic Kelvin and m = 1 Rossby modes in ZCA. 
As discussed above, these two modes represent most of tlie 
zonal equatorial current variability and account for the zonal 
advection of the eastern edge of the warm pool during the 
1986-1989 El Niño-La Niiia period. A general description of 
the course of these equatorial horizontal modes and their 
possible relationship with the wind forcing is presented by 
Delcroix et al. [1994]. In this section we discuss the wave se- 
quence that appears responsible for the displacement of the 
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Figure 7. Comparison between SST tendency (aTla t ,  solid line) and zonal advection of temperature 
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are only computed up until August 1988, when one trajectory goes beyond the western limit of our current 
field. An estimation of the mean standard errors of aTlat and -u 'aTlax  is represented in the bottom right 
corner. 
eastern edge of the warm pool and its possible role in the 
central and eastern equatorial SST and vertical thermal struc- 
ture. For this purpose, we also consider the zonal wind stress 
and SST anomalies (Plates IC and Id) averaged over the 4"N- 
4"s band and the vertical thermal structure at 0"-140"W (Fig- 
ure 3). Overall, there are some similarities between Plates IC 
and Id and Figure 6, with nearly simultaneous warm (cold) 
SST anomalies, westerly (easterly) wind stress anomalies, and 
eastward (westward) ZCA during El Niño (La Niña). 
The Kelvin and m = 1 Rossby contributions to the ZCA 
fields (Plates l a  and lb) represent a combination of free and 
wind-forced waves of the system and possible residuals result- 
ing from the fact that we are using a linear physic in the 
mathematical mode decomposition. However, a lag-correla- 
tion analysis done for each of these two fields results in mean 
phase speeds of 3.1 and 1.1 m s-l, respectively [Delcroix et al., 
19941 and suggests that many of the "wave" structures evi- 
denced in Plates l a  and l b  propagate freely at the theoretical 
speed of the first-baroclinic mode. The course of the wave 
sequence in ZCA and related parameters is presented, follow- 
ing the time progression of the trajectories of the hypothetical 
drifters and their main changes, as indicated by labels A to H 
in Figure 6 and Plate 1. From A to E the relationship between 
wind forcing and waves was analyzed by du Penhoat et al. 
[1992], who compared sea level anomalies from an ocean lin- 
ear model, forced by FSU wind stress, with Geosat over the 
first half (November 1986 to November 1987) of our period of 
study. 
Change A-B (November 1986 to January 1987). The sig- 
nificant eastward displacement was induced by the local re- 
sponse to the strong November-December 1986 westerly wind 
anomaly centered at 175"E, together with its remote response 
in the way of a well-defined downwelling Kelvin wave ( u  > O)  
[Miller et al., 1988; Delcroix et al., 19911. The downwelling 
Kelvin wave reached the central eastern Pacific in January 
1987 and depressed the thermocline by 50 m (Figure 3), acting 
against the mean equatorial upwelling. Moreover, the arrival 
of this wave in the eastern Pacific corresponded to the begin- 
ning of warm SST anomaly in phase with the regular February- 
April seasonal warming. According to du Penhoat et al. [1992], 
the reflection of the Kelvin wave on the eastern boundary was 
canceled by unfavorable westerly wind anomalies in the central 
and eastern Pacific around March-April 1987 (Plate IC). 
Change €3-C (February 1987). The tiny westward displace- 
ment was the result of the local and remote response to an 
easterly wind anomaly all along the equator that generated a 
small upwelling Kelvin wave (u < O).  This wave, more easily 
discernible on Figure 3 than on Plate la ,  propagated all the 
way to the eastern Pacific in agreement with the results of du 
Penhoat et al. [1992]. 
Change C-D (March-August 1987). The eastward dis- 
placement was induced by the cumulative effects of several 
phenomena: the local response to the westerly wind anomaly in 
the central Pacific (-150"W), an upwelling Rossby wave (u > 
O),  and a series of downwelling Kelvin waves. The upwelling 
Rossby wave, also discernible in Figure 3, was generated 
around March-April 1987 in the central eastern Pacific by the 
westerly wind anomaly, which extended all the way from the 
western to the eastern Pacific. According to the model results 
of du Penhoat et al. [1992], this Rossby wave was enhanced by 
the eastern boundary reflection of the February-March 1987 
upwelling Kelvin wave. The greatest downwelling Kelvin wave 
was forced in July 1987 around 160"W by the westerly wind 
anomaly and resulted in a 30-m thermocline depression at 
0°-140"W (Figure 3). 
Change D-E (August-December 1987). The shift from 
eastward to westward displacement was due to a downwelling 
Rossby wave (u' < O)  propagating at least from 1OO"W (July 
1987) to at least 160"E (November 1987). This Rossby wave 
started in the eastern Pacific in a period of favorable easterly 
wind anomaly, yet model results suggest that the Rossby wave 
was mostly issued from the reflection of a downwelling Kelvin 
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Figure 8. Schematic of the 1986-1989 El Niño-La Niña ocean-atmosphere coupled system, with (a) pseudo 
zonal wind stress anomaly, (b) Kelvin wave zonal current contribution, (c) in  = 1 Rossby wave zonal current 
contribution, and (d) SST anomaly. The open hatched areas and shaded hatched areas denote positive and 
negative anomalies, respectively. Thick dashed lines correspond to the trajectories of the two hypothetical 
drifters. Thick dot-dashed lines in Figure 8d indicate apparent SST propagation, as discussed in section 3.3. 
wave on the eastern boundary in April 1987 [cf. du Peizlaoat et 
al., 1992, Figures 2,3, and 71. This westward displacement was 
maintained later on by the September-December 1987 easterly 
wind anomaly in the central eastern Pacific, together with its 
downwelling Rossby wave response. 
Change E-F (January 1988). The westward displacement 
briefly stopped. The current associated with the previously 
cited downwelling Rossby wave counteracted the current cor- 
responding to a well-defined downwelling Kelvin wave (also 
clearly detectable at 0°-140"W with a 30-m deepening of the 
thermocline; see Figure 3). This Kelvin wave may have been 
forced by the westward extension of the westerly wind anomaly 
into the western Pacific and/or may have resulted from the 
reflection of the downwelling Rossby wave arriving on the 
western boundary in November-December 1987 [Debmi  et 
al., 19941. 
Change F-G (February-July 1988). The continuation of 
the westward displacement resulted from the combination of 
local easterly wind anomaly forcing and the dominance of the 
westward current associated with an upwelling Kelvin wave 
over the eastward current associated with an upwelling Rossby 
wave. The upwelling Kelvin wave was most probably generated 
around March 1988 by an easterly wind anomaly in the western 
Pacific (-170"E). The upwelling Rossby wave seemed to be 
forced by a westerly wind anomaly in the eastern Pacific 
(-13o"W) around April 1988. The upwelling Kelvin wave, also 
apparent at 0°-140"W with a 30-m uplift of the thermocline 
(Figure 3), arrived in the eastern Pacific& May 1988 and 
apparently reinforced the buildup of the seasonal cooling. 
Change G H  (August 1988 to January 1989). The west- 
ward displacement accelerated, mostly due to the local re- 
sponse to a series of easterly wind anomalies, with the stron- 
gest in September 1988 around the date line. The September 
1988 easterly wind anomaly likely generated a well-defined 
upwelling Kelvin wave, which resulted in the surfacing of the 
thermocline at 0°-1400W (Figure 3), and contributed to the 
enhancement of the seasonal upwelling in the eastern Pacific. 
3.3. 
This section is an attempt to present in schematic form the 
development of the 1986-1989 ENSO coupled ocean- 
atmosphere system in view of the major phenomena that 
emerge from the preceding chronological presentation. In ad- 
dition to section 3.1 that quantitatively established the impor- 
tance of zonal advection in the displacement of the warm pool, 
this section presents some conceptual ideas on the develop- 
ment of the 1986-1989 ENSO, with special emphasis on the 
displacement of the warm pool. In particular, it is assumed that 
the response of the wind to SST anomalies (and vice versa) 
occurs on a short timescale [Gill, 19851 and therefore can 
happen in specific areas rather than across the whole basin. 
Hereafter, the systematic use of cause and effect (e.g., wind 
generates equatorial waves, waves alter SST, SST modifies 
wind) should thus be considered with caution, as more data 
analyses supported by specific modeling studies (uncoupled 
and coupled) would be necessary to prove or disprove this 
schematic view of the ENSO cycle in 1986-1989. Nevertheless, 
we believe the admittedly crude scheme presented in this sec- 
tion to be instructive, as small observational studies are per- 
formed to unravel ENSO mechanisms. Figure 8 presents a 
simplified version of Plate 1 with its general patterns retained 
for absolute values greater than 10 m2 s - ~  for zonal wind stress 
anomalies (Figure sa), 15 cm s-l for Kelvin and Rossby wave 
contributions to ZCA (Figures 8b and 8c), and 0.S'C for SST 
anomalies (Figure 8d), all relative to the November 1986 to 
October 1988 reference period. In the following discussion the 
common numbers encircled in Figure 8 identify what we think 
to be the major interrelated phenomena (in time and space), 
e.g., a1 refers to the encircled 1 in Figure 8a, b5 to the 5 in 
Figure 8b, etc. 
By the end of November 1986, El Niño had already started 
(do) from possible downwelling Kelvin wave effects (see sec- 
tion 4), but the major onset came from the westerly wind 
anomaly in the western Pacific (al). This anomaly moved the 
Schematic Representation and Tentative Explanations 
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warm pool eastward and generated a downwelling Kelvin wave 
(bl). This wave arrived in the eastern Pacific in January- 
February 1987 (b2), depressed the thermocline by 50 m on its 
passage (Figure 3), and enhanced the regular seasonal SST 
warming (Figure 5). The resulting warm SST anomaly (d2 and 
d3) gave rise to a notable development of El Niño in the 
eastern Pacific and induced a westerly wind anomaly ia the 
eastern Pacific (a3) in March 1987. This westerly anomaly 
generated an upwelling Rossby wave (c3) propagating all the 
way to the western Pacific. Both local wind-forced and wave- 
induced advection sustained the eastward displacement of the 
warm pool up until August'1987. This eastward displacement 
into the central Pacific resulted in warm SST anomalies in the 
central Pacific around July 1987 (d4) and then in the western 
Pacific around October 1987 (d6). These SST anomalies ap- 
parently expanded the westerly wind anomalies farther west 
(a4 and a6). 
Back to April 1987, in the central Pacific the westerly wind 
anomaly (a4), likely caused by warm SST anomaly (d4), gen- 
erated downwelling Kelvin waves (b4). These waves, on their 
way to the coast of South America, contributed to the devel- 
opment of positive SST anomalies in the central Pacific 
through advection of warm water from the west and depression 
of the thermocline (Figure 3). At the coast (b5) these Kelvin 
waves reflected as downwelling Rossby waves (c5) according to 
du Perahont et al. [1992]. These Rossby Waves were reinforced 
by an easterly wind anomaly (c7 and a7), probably related to 
the seasonal SST cooling in the eastern Pacific during August- 
September 1987 (d7), obviously reduced by El Niño (Figure 5). 
The set of Rossby waves (c5 and c7) shifted the displacement 
of the warm pool from eastward to westward. With the return 
of the lending edge of the warm pool from the central to the 
western Pacific, a cold SST anomaly started to develop in the 
central western Pacific in February-April 1988 (d8). At the 
same time (d8') a warm SST anomaly was present in the east- 
ern Pacific; its duration, zonal extension, and magnitude (Plate 
Id) corresponded to a normal seasonal SST warming, as com- 
pared to non-La Niña or non-El Niño February-April seasonal 
warming such as in 1986, 1989, and 1990 (all relative to our 
November 1986 to October 1988 reference period). Therefore 
the cold SST anomaly in the central western Pacific (d8) was 
the very first manifestation of La Niña on SST over the whole 
equatorial Pacific, and the downwelling Rossby waves (c5 and 
c7), which shifted the displacement of the warm pool from 
eastward to westward, appear to be the pivot point of the 
1986-1989 ENSO cycle. 
Following the arrival of cold SST anomaly (ds), an easterly 
wind anomaly developed in the western Pacific (a8) and forced 
an upwelling Kelvin wave (b8) that strengthened the westward 
displacement. The Kelvin wave reached the eastern Pacific in 
May 1988 (b9) and increased the regular seasonal SST cooling 
at its early stage (Figure 5) by raising the thermocline (Figure 
3). This generated a cold SST anomaly in May-June 1988 (d9), 
marking the beginning of La Niña in the eastern Pacific. In the 
western Pacific the westward current anomaly associated with 
the easterly wind forcing and the upwelling Kelvin wave further 
developed the westward displacement of the warm pool and 
therefore enhanced the local cold SST anomaly (d10). Hence 
additional easterly wind patches developed in September 1988 
(alo) which produced another upwelling Kelvin wave (b10) 
that propagated into the eastern Pacific (bll). This wave in- 
duced a surfacing of the thermocline (Figure 3) and so in- 
creased the seasonal SST cooling (dll). The corresponding 
cold SST anomaly was then advected toward the central Pacific 
(d12) by the westward current associated with the wave (bll). 
As a consequence, the easterly wind anomaly persisted in the 
western and central Pacific (al2), and La Niña was fully de- 
veloped both in the oceap and the atmosphere. 
With this schematic description in mind it is worth noting 
that the way SST anomalies developed over the equatorial 
Pacific is, to some extent, distinct during El Niño and during La 
Niña. During El Niño the succession of warm SST anomalies, 
at the South American coast, in the eastern, central, and west- 
ern Pacific, resulted in an apparent westward propagation of 
these anomalies (Figure 8d, thick dot-dashed line) in 1987. 
Such migration stemmed from the different timing of two dis- 
tinct SST warming periods: in February-March, the seasonal 
warming in the eastern Pacific reinforced by the arrival of 
downwelling Kelvin waves, and several months later, the warm- 
ing induced by eastward advection of the warm pool in the 
central western Pacific. In contrast, during La Niña the cold 
SST anomalies started to develop in the western Pacific with 
the westward displacement of the warm pool; later, upwelling 
Kelvin waves came out and induced near the eastern Pacific 
coast cold SST anomalies that were probably advected toward 
the central Pacific. This resulted in two distinct apparent prop- 
agation of cold SST anomalies, one eastward from the western 
Pacific to the central Pacific and the other westward from the 
coast to the central Pacific (Figure 8d, the two branches of the 
thick dot-dashed line) in 1988. These two branches join in the 
central Pacific in October-November 1988, and it results in 
the coldest SST observed over the studied area/period, in par- 
ticular, with the surfacing of the thermocline (Figure 3). In 
fact, it was the coldest SST recorded over the 11-year SST time 
series at O-14o"W (W. Kessler, personal communication, 
1994). 
3.4. Waves and Seasonal Cycle 
In the preceding analysis, done on data sets relative to a 
2-year mean reference period, it was not possible to assess the 
importance of the seasonal cycle, a subject of great interest for 
ENSO studies [e.g., Meehl, 19901. However, our analysis sug- 
gests that the seasonal cycle played a notable role in the ENSO 
cycle, at least in the eastern Pacific. With only 28 months of 
Geosat data collected during strong interannual El Niño-La 
Niña changes, a mean seasonal cycle in sea level and zonal 
current anomalies cannot be reliably derived. However, a 
mean seasonal cycle is conceivable based on wind-forced 
model results [Bzwalncchi and O'Brien, 1980; du Penliont et al., 
1992; Kubota and O'Brien, 1992; Kessler nnd McCrenly, 19931, 
and it can be schematized as folloWs. In the Kelvin mode a 
significant downwelling wave occurs in November-December, 
followed by an upwelling wave around February-April. In the 
nz = 1 Rossby mode a well-defined upwelling wave appears in 
April-August, followed by a downwelling Rossby wave in Sep- 
tember-December (note that the dates correspond to the pas- 
sage of the waves in the central equatorial Pacific). 
As compared to the mean seasonal cycle, during El Niño the 
November-December 1986 downwelling Kelvin wave was 
greatly enhanced [dzi Penhont et al., 19921 and apparently in- 
duced an increase of the eastern Pacific seasonal SST warming. 
The March-July 1987 upwelling Rossby wave was also en- 
hanced [dzi Penlaont et al., 19921 and contributed to the con- 
tinuation of the eastward displacement of the warm pool. In 
August 1987 to January 1988 the downwelling Rossby wave 
increased and, as suggested earlier, appears to be the 
I 
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for the shift from El Niño to La Niña. During La Niña the 
November-December downwelling Kelvin wave was near nor- 
mal in 1987 but nonexistent in 1988. The upwelling Rossby 
wave was also below normal (April-July 1988); in the western 
Pacific the corresponding eastward current was greatly ex- 
ceeded by westward currents induced by the local easterly wind 
anomaly and its Kelvin wave response, yielding a westward 
displacement of the warm pool. Most of all, the upwelling 
Kelvin waves were stronger than the February-April seasonal 
upwelling Kelvin wave and, in fact, covered most of the Feb- 
ruary 1988 to January 1989 period; these waves apparently 
enhanced the August-October seasonal SST cooling in the 
eastern Pacific. 
In the eastern Pacific it seems that stronger than normal 
downwelling (upwelling) Kelvin waves during the 1986-1987 
El Niño (1988-1989 La Niña) were important, especially in 
term of phase, for increasing the regular seasonal SST warming 
(cooling). As noted in the introduction, the eastern edge of the 
warm pool is subject to a very weak seasonal displacement (in 
fact, mostly semiannual), but its strong interannual displace- 
ment appears to be chiefly due to stronger or weaker than 
normal seasonal equatorial Kelvin and i17 = 1 Rossby waves. 
A sensitivity study, performed using the current anomaly as- 
sociated only with Kelvin or ín = 1 Rossby waves, indicates 
that Kelvin waves are responsible for about two thirds of the 
eastward (westward) El Niño (La Niña) interannual displace- 
ment. While Rossby waves are of less importance for the am- 
plitude of this zonal interannual displacement, they appear 
fundamental for the timing of the reversal of zonal displace- 
ment which shifts EI Niño to La Niña in the central western 
Pacific around September 1987 (Plate lb). 
4. Conclusions and Discussion 
In spite of the seminal nature of Gill's [1983] work, basin- 
scale observed current measurements were needed to prove 
undeniably that ENSO SST anomalies in the central Pacific 
chiefly result from anomalous displacement of the warm pool. 
Direct current measurements from a single TOGA-TAO 
mooring at Oo-165"E and from several cruises along 165"E 
support this advective hypothesis [McPhaderz and Picaut, 19901. 
With the recent development of satellite altimetry it is now 
possible to derive low-frequency geostrophic zonal surface cur- 
rents which agree quite well with observed currents along the 
Pacific equator [Picaut et al., 19901. Using a specific and careful 
processing of the Geosat Exact Repeat Mission (ERM) data 
set over the November 1986 to February 1989 period, Delcraix 
et al. [1994] improved the reliability of altimetry-derived sur- 
face current anomalies. They further showed that zonal current 
anomalies in the equatorial Pacific can be interpreted mainly in 
terms of first-baroclinic equatorial Kelvin and m = 1 Rossby 
waves forced by wind stress anomalies. 
In the present study an extensive use of the aforementioned 
Geosat current data set, relative to the 2-year November 1986 
to October 1988 period, demonstrates that the eastward (west- 
ward) displacement of the eastern edge of the warm pool was 
primarily due to horizontal advection by zonal current anom- 
alies during the 1986-1987 EI Niño (1988-1989 La Niña). As 
a corollary, El Niño (La Niña) warm (cold) SST anomalies in 
the central western equatorial Pacific were the result of anom- 
alous zonal advection. Over the almost complete EI Niño-La 
Niña ENSO cycle covered by Geosat, the displacement of the 
warm pool appears as a low-frequency movement (Figure 5 )  
resulting from high-frequency forcing, i.e., a succession of local 
wind forcing and its remote response in the equatorial 
waveguide. 
A series of first-baroclinic equatorial Kelvin and í n  = 1 
Rossby waves was clearly identified during the El Niño-La 
Niña cycle (Plates l a  and lb) and appears fundamental for the 
evolution of ENSO anomalies. In the eastern Pacific the si- 
multaneous occurrence of free-propagating downwelling (up- 
welling) Kelvin waves with the seasonal SST warming (cooling) 
appears necessary for the local development of EI Niño (La 
Niña) SST anomaly (Plates l a  and Id). In the central western 
Pacific, current anomalies associated with local wind forcing, 
Kelvin waves, and Rossby waves were responsible for the zonal 
displacement of the warm pool. Although Rossby waves were 
of less importance for the amplitude of the displacement, a set 
of na = 1 downwelling Rossby waves shifted the warm pool 
displacement from eastward to westward and therefore seems 
to have been the cause for El Niño to shift into La Niña during 
the boreal fall of 1987. 
Our analysis of the wave sequence started with the strong 
November-December 1986 Kelvin wave (i.e., at the beginning 
of the Geosat ERM) at the time when El Niño was already 
underway [McPhadev and Hayes, 1990; Delcraix et al., 19921. 
The EI Niño related SST warming, which arose in September 
1986 in the central eastern Pacific, was probably related to the 
weakening of the easterlies in the western Pacific that began in 
July [McPhaden et al., 19881 and set up a series of equatorial 
Kelvin waves [Miller et al., 19881 (Figure 3). As for the fully 
developed 1986-1987 El Niño, observational and modeling 
studies show that the SST warming in the east was due to the 
thermocline depression in the wake of Kelvin waves excited 
farther west [McPlzaden and Hayes, 1990; Seagel; 19891. Anom- 
alous eastward advection, mostly due to upwelling Rossby 
waves, also contributed to the 1986-1987 modeled El Niño 
warming, but with diminishing importance from west to east 
[Seager, 19891. These results, together with the findings of 
McPhadert and Picaut [1990] on the displacement of the warm 
pool, are in accord with and complement our results. 
One of the puzzles of the ENSO cycle is how the coupled 
system made its transition from an EI Niño phase to a La Niña 
phase. Following the conceptual ideas of McCreaiy [1983] and 
Schapf and Suarez [ 19881, there have been numerous argu- 
ments presented about the importance of extraequatorial and 
equatorial Rossby waves and their reflection on the western 
Pacific boundary in the oscillatory nature of ENSO [Battisti, 
1988, 1989; Graham and White, 1988, 1991; Kessler, 19911. The 
delayed action oscillator [Suarez and Schop& 19881, present in 
the prediction model of Cane and Zebiak [1985], requires a 
succession of lowest-meridional upwelling Rossby waves and 
their reflection as upwelling Kelvin waves to stop the El Niño 
unstable phase and shift it to a La Niña phase [Battisti, 1988; 
Wakata arad Sarachik, 19911. In the present study, not many of 
the Kelvin waves depicted in Plate l a  appear to be issued from 
a reflection of Rossby waves (Plate lb) on the western bound- 
ary. Over the same 1986-1989 period, Delcroix et al. [1994] 
argue that local wind forcing rather that western boundary 
reflection appears to be responsible for most of the Kelvin 
waves originating from the western Pacific. This finding is 
confirmed over the 1992-1993 El Niño period through a de- 
tailed analysis of TOPEX/POSEIDON sea level and TOGA- 
TAO dynamic height anomalies (J.-P. Boulanger and C. Men- 
kes, Propagation and reflection of long equatorial waves in the 
Pacific Ocean during the 1992-1993 El Niño, submitted to 
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Journal of Geophysical Research, 1994). On the other hand, we 
found that a set of m = 1 downwelling Rossby waves issued 
from the eastern Pacific was likely responsible for the shift 
from EI Niño to La Niña in the boreal fall of 1987. The model 
result of dzc Penhoat et al. [1992] suggests that reflection of 
Kelvin waves can generate these Rossby waves in concert with 
local wind forcing. However, such a single-mode model pre- 
vents downward wave propagation and likely exaggerates the 
importance of reflected waves in the surface layer. Hence, at 
this stage of our reasoning, the respective contribution of local 
wind forcing and reflected Kelvin wave in generating the 
Rossby waves cannot be determined. These downwelling 
Rossby waves being the turning point in the 1986-1989 ENSO 
cycle, further studies are needed to elucidate their generation 
mechanism. 
The slow migration of SST anomalies in the central and 
eastern equatorial Pacific is also central to recent arguments 
on ENSO mechanisms [Cane, 1992; Neelin et al., 1992a1. Ac- 
cording to Neelin [1990, 19911, ENSO type oscillations are 
possible in a coupled model in which the timescale of equato- 
rial waves is unimportant (in contrast to the delayed action 
oscillator). The slow modes (SST modes) in this fast-wave limit 
are related to the timescales of advection and large-scale cou- 
pling which induce SST changes. However, recent model re- 
sults [Latifet al., 1993; Jin and Neelin, 19931 indicate that the 
SST modes and wave mode (i.e., the delayed action oscillator) 
are probably two extreme cases of the same behavior. In any 
case, understanding the physics responsible for the slow east- 
ward or westward migration of SST anomalies is necessary in 
the search for ENSO mechanisms [Bamett et al., 19911. In our 
study the slow zonal migration of SST anomalies in the central 
andteastern Pacific was well defined (Plate Id and Figure 8d) 
and appeared distinct regarding the El Niño and La Niña 
phases of 1986-1989. The slow migration resulted from the 
delayed association of two phenomena: the zonal advection in 
the central western Pacific and the arrival of downwelling (up- 
welling] Kelvin waves into the eastern Pacific, synchronous 
with its seasonal SST warming (cooling). Albeit different in 
terms of wave dynamics, as compared to the delayed action 
oscillator, our results suggest that zonal advection and wave 
dynamics were both important for the generation and migra- 
tion of ENSO SST anomalies in 1986-1989. 
Our major results about warm pool displacement, wave se- 
quence, the shift from El Niño to La Niña, and the slow SST 
migrations are schematically presented in Figure 8. This 
scheme involves sequential ocean-atmosphere coupling which 
appears continuously over the November 1986 to February 
1989 period. It is based on the accepted assumption that in the 
tropics, surface wind is mostly determined by SST [Gill, 1980; 
Zebiak, 1982; Meeman, 1991; Bamett et al., 19931. The multi- 
variate analysis of SST, surface pressure, winds, and outgoing 
longwave radiation of Wang [1992] during the warm and cold 
phase of 1986-1989 is consistent with our schematic view pre- 
sented in Figures 8a and 8d. In particular, the surface wind 
stress anomalies are situated west of SST anomalies, both for 
the El Niño and La Niña phases. In any case a specific coupled 
model study would be necessary to confirm or disprove our 
ocean-atmosphere interaction scheme during 1986-1989. 
An EI Niño event is, from time to time, immediately fol- 
lowed by a La Niña event (Figure l) ,  hence the quasi-biennial 
appearance of ENSO oscillations superimposed on an aperi- 
odic fluctuation of 3-8 years [Rasmusson et al., 1990; Barnett, 
19911. With the increasing number of observations it appears 
that the recent ENSO behaved differently from the composite 
of Rasmusson and Carpenter [1982]. The 1982-1983 EI Niño, 
which started unexpectedly, is the only one in which coupled 
anomalies propagated from the western Pacific all the way to 
the eastern Pacific [e.g., Gill and Rasmusson, 19831; further- 
more, it was not clearly followed by a La Niña. The present 
work focuses on the 1986-1989 ENSO cycle, which is interest- 
ing in the sense that EI Niño was immediately followed by La 
Niña. The last 1991-1994 El Niño persisted longer than ex- 
pected, and so far, no La Niña is predicted. Modeling results of 
Gill [1983] over the 1971-1973 period, of Philander and Seige1 
E19851 over the 1982-1983 period, and of Seager [I9891 over the 
1970-1987 period suggest that horizontal advection by anom- 
alous currents is dominant in warming SST in the central 
equatorial Pacific during several ENSO events. Despite the 
specifikity of each ENSO these modeling results allow us to 
extend to most ENSO our major conclusion that zonal anom- 
alous advection is largely responsible for the production of 
ENSO SST anomalies in the central western equatorial Pacific. 
ENSO prediction will be improved if oceanic models cor- 
rectly reproduce the displacement of the warm pool, and as a 
consequence, the zonal advection in the ceQtral equatorial 
Pacific. However, in many ocean models and, in particular, one 
used for short-term climate forecasts, zonal advection is not 
fundamental in creating SST anomalies. For example, in the 
Max-Planck-Institüt model [Latif, 19871, meridional advection 
(complemented by weak contribution of zonal advection in the 
west and vertical advection in the east) seems to be responsible 
for most of El Niño SST anomalies [MiNer et al., 1993; Bamett 
et al., 19911. Also, in the Zebiak and Cone [1987] model the 
1982-1983 EI Niño SST anomalies do not migrate eastward as 
far as was observed [Miller et al., 19931 and appear to be 
dominated by vertical advection. This reduced SST migration 
can be due to weak eastward currents, resulting from the linear 
assumption in modeled currents and/or from the use of only 
one baroclinic mode. However, in Figure 5 the similarity be- 
tween the trajectories resulting from total currents or from 
currents restricted to the first-baroclinic Kelvin and m = 1 
Rossby modes clearly indicates that the first-baroclinic mode is 
dominant in the zonal advection of the warm pool in 1986- 
1989. 
Finally, one must remember that all these results on the 
physics of ENSO related to warm pool displacements and wave 
sequence were obtained from the use of basin-wide zonal sur- 
face current anomalies derived from altimetry measurements 
over an almost complete ENSO cycle. The agreement between 
Geosat-derived currents and TOGA-TAO observed near- 
surface currents along the equator is remarkable, particularly 
in the western Pacific (Figure 4) and especially in view of the 
amount of errors remaining in the Geosat data. In addition, 
TOGA-TAO data provided valuable information on the 
change in the vertical thermal structure associated with the 
passage of equatorial waves, in particular, with a 185-m excur- 
sion in the 0°-140"W thermocline depth between El Niño and 
La Niña (Figure 3). With the unprecedented data quality of the 
TOPEX/POSEIDON mission [Stewart and Lefebvre, 1992; 
Picaut et al., 19951 the almost fully developed TOGA-TAO 
array [Hayes et al., 1991b; McPhaden, 19931, the successful 
TOGA-Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment 
experiment [Webster and Lukas, 19921, and the recent model 
developments [e.g., Neelin et al., 1992b], we have now enough 
tools in hand to understand most of the physics of ENSO. 
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